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"The data collected will give us an idea of the best drills to improve your attributes," said Karl-Heinz
Rummenigge, CEO of PES Productions AG. “A great goal-scorer, for example, should have a run-up
that is about five meters, a [defending] opponent three and so on.” In-depth player-tracking is not
just a technical benchmark, it's a fundamental requirement if the game is to feel realistic. "With
more realistic tackles, the whole football experience will be more realistic," explained Tevez. "Every
time you make a tackle or a tackle someone, you will make an impact. Now when you make a tackle,
the impact is not the same, but with the impact, your player is going to feel the fatigue. And also,
when the other player makes a tackle, you feel the impact as well. That's how FIFA is going to be." A
highlight of this year’s Football Insider is a brand-new, multi-week fan-focused event for classic FIFA
mode. "Fan Zone," will be divided into four weeks and will focus on the different eras of the original
series. Each week, players can embark on a journey to restore and enhance the game’s classic
format with custom-crafted challenges, including the ability to change the rules of the game. Three
further FIFA gameplay features are new additions, which will offer a more realistic match experience.
The first is the ability to play two games against the same opposition. The second is the ability to
play additional friendlies against the same opponents, using the same tactics. And finally, referees
can now stop a game early, without communicating the reason. The latter feature is also now linked
to the PES license. "We are currently discussing with all the leagues and the FIFPro together, and we
are working on a new licensing structure for referees," Tevez said. "This will mean that referees can
ask the game to stop at specific points of the game to understand the reason or situation. It's like
when you are in real life. During half-time, you call the game over, and you will know immediately
what’s happening in the game.” FIFA 22 will be available worldwide across the PS4 and PC on
September 29 for £49.99/€59.99 / $59.99.Mexico at the 2018 Winter Paralymp
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Features Key:

 The new game engine: FIFA's game engine is the heart of FIFA, and is the foundation of
every feature, technique and interaction within the game. The next-gen FIFA 22 game engine
takes players one step closer to the pitch than ever before, with a heightened attention to
detail ensuring every player, tactic and stadium has been built with simulation in mind.
 Precise ball physics, pitch intelligence and natural ball control. The most agile A.I. in FIFA
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history brings atmosphere to life, allowing each player and each type of pass to feel unique
and responsive. All players respond to this natural on-ball intelligence to make your on-pitch
decisions more intuitive.
 Improved, Authentic Commentary. The highly-acclaimed FS Official TV Commentary is
available in the game using all new microphones built specifically for FIFA.
 FIFA Interactive Season. Celebrate UEFA Champions League, European and World Cup
Qualifiers in real time, or use special in-game advice to achieve the perfect results.

 Accumulate statistics and replays to learn from what happened before the game and
gain in-game tips on how to improve the quality of your game.
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EA SPORTS FIFA is an award-winning FIFA title that lets you control every aspect of a new
football experience, from authentic behaviors that come with the real sport to new ways to
play and master your favorite sport. EA SPORTS FIFA is an award-winning FIFA title that lets
you control every aspect of a new football experience, from authentic behaviors that come
with the real sport to new ways to play and master your favorite sport. Game Overview EA
SPORTS FIFA 22 takes players onto the pitch in spectacularly believable ways, allowing them
to experience the total playing experience. The new FIFA experience ignites player emotion
and interaction on and off the field. The game features a host of new innovations, including a
brand-new, award-winning SPEED DIFFERENTIAL™ (S.D.) engine, enhanced animation, impact-
captured physical contact, improved AI, and new control methods and feedback. EA SPORTS
FIFA 22 takes players onto the pitch in spectacularly believable ways, allowing them to
experience the total playing experience. The new FIFA experience ignites player emotion and
interaction on and off the field. The game features a host of new innovations, including a
brand-new, award-winning SPEED DIFFERENTIAL™ (S.D.) engine, enhanced animation, impact-
captured physical contact, improved AI, and new control methods and feedback. Gameplay
The FIFA experience is authentic, authentic, authentic. It’s the closest to real football that you
can play. You’re running, pressing, receiving, tackling, and scoring. And you can do it for fun,
in a single-player game, or with your friends in a multi-player mode. The FIFA experience is
authentic, authentic, authentic. It’s the closest to real football that you can play. You’re
running, pressing, receiving, tackling, and scoring. And you can do it for fun, in a single-
player game, or with your friends in a multi-player mode. New Possession Featuring
enhanced dribbling, creating a more realistic football game, EA SPORTS FIFA 22 introduces
an improved ball control system that lets you dribble and control the ball in unique ways. See
your opponent and use the force of your passing with the new dribbling controls. Featuring
enhanced dribbling, creating a more realistic football game, EA SPORTS FIFA 22 introduces
an improved ball control system that lets you dribble and control the ball in bc9d6d6daa
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Build your ultimate team of players from more than 40 million FUT Credits, and compete
head to head with your friends to get the best possible Team of the Season FUT Champions.
Challenge Cup – Defeat any opponent in your way in the all-new FIFA Challenge Cup. Go head
to head in special events for ultimate bragging rights, or work your way through different
cups to unlock huge rewards. Superstars Mode – Easily recreate classic matches from your
favourite football stars. Choose your legend, favourite player, and create a match made-for-
you. The best part – all your customised superstars can now be used in a 3v3 or 1v1 game
against a friend for bragging rights. World Cup – Play in a World Cup year with real-world
schedules and real world results. Play in or against the World Cup qualifiers and unlock more
glory from the month of June. CITY CITY II – Experience the iconic soundtrack of the Blue Man
Group’s hilarious new show at the world-class Echoplex Theatre. The experience is limited to
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120 people, giving you the best seats in the house. It’s a show you won’t want to miss. The
hottest new era in MLS has officially begun. Season 22 of the league will welcome new
updates, additional content, new players, brand new stadiums, and much more. A consistent
plan is essential to executing the strategy to championship success, and New York City
enters the MLS season as a title contender. MLS’ upcoming telecast schedule for the fall
season will be released on Tuesday. It features four regional telecasts on ESPN and ESPN
Deportes, plus an additional national telecast. It’s an exciting schedule that will feature the
first regular season matchup between the New York Red Bulls and New England Revolution in
Boston, the first MLS match in Texas on Wednesday, and the first of the final two
International Champions Cup matches at Soldier Field on Aug. 23. TWO COMPETING
NATIONAL TEAMS New York City enters the season in an explosive position with two
competing national teams. The NYCFC team that calls Yankee Stadium home will take the
field in Saturday’s opener vs. Orlando City, while the New York Red Bulls enter the fall with a
team comprised of new faces. New York City has gotten off to a solid start, with the boys in
blue holding a 4-1

What's new:

Live with the World’s Best - FIFA 22 introduces a
brand new FIFA simulation engine with improved
contact collision and player models. The new engine
also includes improved lighting, enhanced player
animations and 180° player reactions. 5 Star rated
Ultimate Team competitions and licensed venues are
now included. The FIFA Ultimate Team with LIVE
elements included on five continents.
Real Player Demos - Take a peak behind the curtain.
Play four popular demos, including the brand new
FIFA Demo Experience, FIFA Demo Premier, Create-a-
Club Demo and Take-On All-Stars Demo. This allows
for a deeper understanding of your favorite FIFA
features and unlocks with the new Become a Pro
Experience. Make the most of the action-packed
experiences with Player Demos.
No AI - Together, we are building a squad by hand for
the club we’ve always dreamed of. Manage your team
seamlessly in Career mode and in the LIVE elements
of FIFA Ultimate Team, and customise your team with
the brand-new Squad Builder. Optimize your tactics
by switching up the formation throughout a single
match, and challenge your friends online.
Full Season Season Transfers - As in real life,
purchasing players on the transfer market can be a
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key part of a successful team. Season Transfers
provide a new way to challenge your strategy. Select
the best players to your wish list based on your
tactics and what you need to succeed. The best
players at the top of the list will cost slightly more
than average transfers but you can buy the players of
your dreams!
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EA SPORTS FIFA is a franchise of EA SPORTS. It was first
launched in 1994 with an incredible lineup of superstars,
such as Eric Cantona, Diego Maradona and Pele. Fans were
drawn to its legendary gameplay, authentic atmosphere
and authentic player movements and behaviors. In 1999,
FIFA moved to the PlayStation console, offering more
players, more stadiums and more ways to play. EA SPORTS
FIFA introduced franchise owners, international
competitions, prize money and, most importantly, a new
generation of fans. Since then, the franchise has continued
to evolve as the gameplay and features grow. FIFA 2009
introduced new global tournaments, including the
inaugural FIFA Club World Cup. FIFA 14 introduced brand-
new modes, such as Online Seasons and All-Star. And, of
course, the game spawned the 2010 FIFA World Cup which
brought together the greatest players from around the
world for the first time in a truly authentic competition.
Today, the legacy of the FIFA franchise continues, with
annual updates and an ongoing innovation pipeline
dedicated to the most revered video game of all time. The
success of the FIFA franchise is derived from its ability to
blend the world of video gaming with the passion and
commitment of millions of sports fans. Every year, tens of
millions of players around the world look forward to FIFA
and its annual flagship event, the FIFA World Cup. And EA
SPORTS FIFA World Cup proves to be the biggest and most
diverse football event in the world. Table of Contents "This
is the game that all football fans want, and now it's finally
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here," said David Rutter, Executive Producer, EA SPORTS.
"EA SPORTS FIFA 22 features everything you love in FIFA,
including all-new FIFA Ultimate Team modes, a new Pro
Evolution Soccer league and key improvements to all
modes and game modes." FIFA 20 Ratings FIFA Ultimate
Team Ratings Pro Evolution Soccer Ratings EA SPORTS
FIFA Ultimate Team New in FIFA 22: FIFA Ultimate Team EA
SPORTS FIFA Ultimate Team brings the career mode into
the world of Ultimate Team, giving soccer fans the chance
to buy, sell and trade their favorite pro players. The classic
brand of FIFA soccer fans know and love returns with
updated rosters, expanded licenses and all-new features to
create, customize and build their dream team. In addition
to all-new stadiums and kits, fans can now also earn and
spend points in the new player packs category and a new
leveling system. Experience all-new ways to buy, build and
compete with your Ultimate
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